[The photosensitization of uveal melanoma cells by ionizing radiation].
A study of the character of changes in melanoma cells "in vitro" subjected to successive beta-radiation and light energy of low intensity has revealed a more expressed loss of cells as compared with a "pure" ionizing action. Essential differences in the cells density in the monolayer appear already by the 3d-8th day and reach the maximum 2-3 weeks later. The dynamics of changes in the cells density isn't connected with the cellular type of the tumor and initial density isn't connected with the cellular type of the tumor and initial density of their distribution in the monolayer. The duration of the culture existence becomes shorter. If monolayers not subjected to the action perished after 54.0 +/- 6.2 days, after beta-radiation 35.2 +/- 2.4 days later, then after combined action they perished 17.2 +/- 2.6 days later. Thus, the effect was revealed that is actually opposite to a recently discovered phenomenon of photoreactivation of ionizing injury. Despite difficulty of interpreting possible mechanisms of the discovered phenomenon, it is already possible to suggest about its possibility to be used in treatment of pigmentary new formations.